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ABSTRACT Energy-saving in WSN-based monitoring systems has drawn considerable interest lately.
Further investigations and real efforts are needed to reduce the rapid energy consumption in such networks
that commonly use battery-operated nodes. In this paper, we propose TEMSEP (Threshold-oriented and
Energy-harvesting enabled Multi-level Stable Election Protocol) for improving the energy of large-scale
WSNs. TEMSEP is a reactive protocol basing on hierarchical clustering, energy-harvesting relay nodes,
and multilevel sensor nodes’ heterogeneity that supports unlimited levels of battery initial energy. Instead
of continuous data transmission, the network nodes in TEMSEP send their data only when it is necessary
by responding reactively to the changes in relevant parameters or events of interest. We introduce a new
thresholding model that provides an ideal mechanism for such reactive behaviour in detecting events, based
on the values of heterogeneous thresholds and the sliding window formulated. This efficiently regulates the
data reporting frequency, and hence, directly achieves significant reductions in the network traffic-load,
optimizes the energy consumption of battery-powered nodes, and maximizes the network lifetime. The
extensive simulations show that TEMSEP highly improves the network performance by reducing up to 53%
of the network traffic-load and save up to 73% of the total dissipated energy, on average. The stability period
and overall network lifetime are increased, at least, by 69% and 56% respectively, compared to other tested
protocols.

INDEX TERMS Energy-efficient WSN, energy-harvesting, energy-saving, heterogeneous WSN, Internet
of Things (IoT), reactive clustering protocols, wireless sensor networks (WSN).

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been rapidly
improving in recent years, especially since the emergence of
smart technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT) and rel-
evant advances, enabling scalable interconnection, efficient
processing, and intelligent data collection [1]–[4]. Recent
initiatives and efforts have been made core technological
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changes to the IoT and WSN domain including architec-
tural reference models such as IoT-ARM [5] for defining
the fundamental concepts of the IoT (e.g., smart devices,
virtual entities, different services, and the interconnections
between them), RAMI 4.0 [6] for smart factories, focusing
on the service-oriented life-cycle and privacy, IIRA [7] for
supporting interoperability in industrial Internet Systems, and
OSiRM [8] for highlighting the importance of IoT security
with a seven-layer reference architecture, etc. Other driving
advancements include various standards such as 6LoWPAN,
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CoAP, RPL, IERC, ETSITC, ISO/IEC CD 30141, Contiki,
and TinyOS, [9]–[11]. This leads to user-friendly, easy-to-
use, and cost-effective wireless devices and electronic tech-
nologies that come in smaller and smaller sizes, gaining
higher popularity due to their accuracy and capability to
observe different parameters and activities in various envi-
ronments and circumstances. Researchers have identified this
field as one of themost investigated areas in the last few years,
triggering several business opportunities continuously and
facilitating the widespread deployment of sensing technology
for real-world domains [12], [13]

As a central part of various today’s applications, hetero-
geneous WSNs consist of a finite set of energy-constrained
autonomous devices and small sensor nodes of different
capabilities (e.g., battery-size, processing power, sensing-
range, etc.) [14]–[16]. The key role of the heterogeneous
WSNs is to collect different types of information about
environmental conditions (e.g., pollution, temperature, mois-
ture, acceleration, etc.), or to monitor different activities or
even moving entities like animals, birds, and human through
a broad range of applications [17]–[19]. This includes
remote monitoring, precision agriculture, target tracking,
hazard detection, video surveillance, health-care systems,
etc. [20]–[22]. Such applications are mainly based on recent
IoT technologies that enable various autonomous devices to
integrate and cooperate automatically with each other in such
a way that allows them to share their knowledge and carry-out
various operations at high levels of accuracy and speed with-
out manual assistance. For example, environmental data col-
lection (so-called IoT-based smart ambient), becomes amajor
application, in which the important information, describing
the elements of our physical environments and surroundings,
are gathered so that the right action can be chosen at the
appropriate time [23], [24]. GPS-based system is another
example, which allows drivers to select better routes to the
destination points and help in avoiding the high-traffic areas
and other obstacles. Recently, this technology is rapidly
developing and has been widely utilized as one of the most
enhanced monitoring technologies that provides automated
features and higher precision [25], [26]. In addition, for
healthcare systems, wearables and in/on-body smart sensors
help in observing the patient status, and hence the appro-
priate action can be decided according to his/her condition.
Also, telematicshealth is one of the new powerful technolo-
gies in healthcare advancements which is growing-up and
greatly ensures patients care, particularly in remote areas
and for disabled, elderly people, and those having chronic
diseases [27], [28]. Moreover, precision agriculture is an
emerging strategy used for controlling the dynamic change of
the cultivation area, improving productivity, predicting vari-
ous diseases, managing pest levels, etc. Such smart manage-
ment of farming resources keeps the environmental impact
within an acceptable range and highly reduces the risk of
deficits [29], [30].

Generally, in WSN, the tiny sensors are commonly
equippedwith smallmodules of electronic chips, transceivers,

and communication protocols. The data recorded continu-
ously by multiple sensor nodes at the field, on various envi-
ronmental conditions, are transmitted through the network to
a central point for further analysis, processing, and making
decisions when required. The method in which nodes report
their collected data to the center varies according to the type
of protocols used and their way of functioning [31]. Based on
the type of application and mode of information exchange,
WSN protocols are classified into three main groups: reac-
tive, proactive, on-demand, and hybrid protocols [32]–[35].
In reactive protocols (also called event-driven protocols) the
data is transmitted only when the targeted event occurs or a
certain attribute changes suddenly or its value reaches beyond
a pre-determined level (such as detecting environmental
changes) [36]). This type of protocols usually keep their
transmitter radios switched off and turn them on only if the
transmission requirements are met to report their sensed data
immediately. Generally, this model is utilized in time-critical,
and delay-sensitive applications. In proactive protocols (also
called time-driven protocols), the nodes transmit their sensed
data periodically every time interval called a transmission
round (e.g., 1 second, 1 minute, 1 hour, etc.) based on the
type of application and nature of the designed network. The
transmitter radio also has to be in the active state every peri-
odic interval to send data in its predefined time and can be put
into sleep in-between the repeated rounds. This model is com-
monly used in continuous monitoring applications, in which
periodic data update is important for decision making [31].
In the on-demand protocols (also called query-driven proto-
cols), the user controls and decides when and from which
nodes data need to be gathered. Nodes receive a signal from
the user asking for data or measurement of a specific attribute.
The nodes then, in response, take the action immediately and
sends the corresponding data they collected to the respective
user [37] In hybrid protocols, two or more scenarios are
incorporated. The nodes can work in adaptive mode to con-
sider all the modes together. For example, the nodes send the
attributes’ values they gathered proactively every predefined
transmission round as in proactive protocols, while they
respond reactively if unusual changes occur suddenly or to
the user query, based on given rules and policies as per
reactive or query-based protocols. This achieves continuous
monitoring, query-based, and event-sensitive applications
For this, wireless sensors technology plays a key role in
achieving such a non-stop process of data collection and
monitoring applications, gaining considerable popularity and
interest among researchers and manufacturers [38]–[40].

However, energy-saving management, and prolonging
the overall network lifetime in the wireless sensing
devices, have been recognized as major challenging issues
recently [41]–[44]. In most of the wireless sensor applica-
tions, small-size and non-rechargeable batteries are used as
the only sources of nodes’ power. A battery-operated device
is assumed to keep working properly for a longer period
of time (even years [45]), collaborating with other objects
to perform its assigned task at a certain level of reliability
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and accuracy without human intervention [46], [47]. If some
nodes are expired early, the network becomes unstable and
the desired performance will not be met [4]. In addition,
it is difficult to detect failures, manage the network nodes,
or replace their batteries due to environmental constraints
and large-scale deployment, especially when deployed in
harsh areas and unreachable places (e.g., forests, battlefields,
difficult terrains, etc.) [48]–[51].

Therefore, reducing the energy dissipation of the sensor
nodes is a major challenge in the designing and implementa-
tion of WSNs. In the standardization works, several LPWA
technologies have been offered such as LoRA [52] that
was primarily introduced as a solution for IoT infrastructure
with a low-power data-link layer which can be utilized to
link the devices of end-users to the distant network gate-
ways. Therefore, optimizing their energy consumption and
enabling them to run for longer time periods. Sigfox [53]
and NB-IoT [54] also are other LPWA solutions provided
for an efficient communication of several IoT devices and
services. Such technologies help in implementing real-world
and large-scale WSN in various environments with minimum
power demand [10]. In the research path, several efforts have
been exerted by many researchers through proposing differ-
ent optimization schemes and structures for various WSN
networks [55], [56]. Resource management, transmitted data
reduction, hierarchical clustering, energy-aware routing, and
energy-provision are major schemes that have been broadly
applied to maximize network lifetime and minimized nodes’
consumed energy, while taking into account other related
requirements such as load balancing, stability, scalability,
and fault tolerance [57], [58]. However, combining multiple
techniques has shown noticeable efficiency for getting higher
energy conservation while keeping the system performance
at the desired level. Forexample, EH-mulSEP [59] is an
efficient clustering-based protocol introduced recently that
uses energy harvesting nodes to relay data upward to the
base stations. Instead of sending data directly from CHs
to base stations, energy harvesting nodes are utilized as an
intermediate layer to relay received data to the base stations,
and hence, reducing the transmission distance of the elected
CHs and saving a considerable amount of energy.

In this paper, we propose a new protocol called TEM-
SEP (Threshold-oriented and Energy-harvesting enabled
Multi-level Stable Election Protocol) as in an improved
version of EH-mulSEP (which is described in the next
section). We integrate three of the most efficient tech-
niques (i.e., hierarchical clustering, energy-harvesting based
relaying schemes, and multilevel heterogeneity models), and
introduce a new event-thresholding model for multi-level
heterogeneous WSNs, considering heterogeneous thresholds
and a sliding window of previously reported data. TEMSEP
adapts a reactive data transmissionmodel based on the sliding
window and the new event-thresholding model. Accordingly,
in each transmission cycle, only the nodes whose measured
values meet the event-reporting requirements will turn-on
their transmitter and send these values towards base stations,

while the others stay in energy-saving mode by keeping their
transmitters switched-off, and thus, save their energy. The
purpose is to improve the manner in which the wireless nodes
report their data towards base stations with minimum energy
consumption. The major contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• Proposed TEMSEP reactive protocol that introduces a
new event-thresholding model based on heterogeneous
thresholds and a sliding window formulated. The new
model provides a novel and general mechanism that
determines heterogeneous thresholds of various nodes
in large-scale WSN regardless of the total nodes’ pop-
ulation, the number of nodes’ categories, or their levels
of initial energies.
• Extensive simulations and analysis, comparing
TEMSEP to other protocols, using various levels of
heterogeneity and different network conditions.

TEMSEP is a heterogeneity-aware protocol that has no
limits on the number of nodes’ types and supports several lev-
els of initial energy in which various types of nodes may have
different battery capacities (smaller -to- higher values of their
initial energy, i.e., the amount of energy with which the nodes
start operating within the network). Thus, TEMSEP is suit-
able and applicable for large-scale multilevel heterogeneous
WSNs, regardless of the total number of nodes, levels of
heterogeneity, or values of battery initial energies. The results
of extensive simulation show that our new protocol highly
reduces traffic-load and maximizes energy-saving, stability
period, and overall network lifetime. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we provide a
literature review of the related works. In Section III, we detail
TEMSEP, the proposed protocol, with more explanations of
the new even-thresholding model, its algorithm, and working
principles. Section IV presents the evaluation setup, method-
ology, and parameters, while Section V presents the sim-
ulation work, results analysis, comparison, and discussion.
Lastly, we conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, literature review is conducted on techniques
related to the proposed protocol. Hierarchical clustering and
relaying schemes are discussed and summarized first. Then,
we present EH-mulSEP protocol, an existing multilevel het-
erogeneity solution, focusing on its aspects related to the
current paper through which we propose a novel solution that
overcomes EH-mulSEP’s inherited limitations.

A. ClUSTERING AND RELAYING TECHNIQUES
Hierarchical clustering is an efficient approach that has been
widely adopted in various solutions. The network nodes
are divided into a number of non-overlapping groups called
clusters. Within each cluster, a single node called a CH
(cluster-head) is elected alternately to aggregate data from
other member nodes and send it upwards to the base
station [60], [61]. Hence, saving the energy of other nodes and
balancing the energy-load among all the cluster members.
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A variety of cluster-based solutions have been introduced
in literature to realize energy-conservation and improve the
overall network lifetime of wireless sensor networks. LEACH
protocol, [62], is an early solution that introduces the con-
cepts of dynamic clustering algorithms for energy-efficient
homogenous WSNs. In LEACH, the role of the cluster head,
which needs the highest communication energy, is rotated
amongst all the cluster nodes, and thus, achieving a fair
balancing of the energy-load and extending the overall net-
work lifetime. In [63], SEP protocol is introduced as the
first solution that addresses heterogeneousWSNs by support-
ing two types of sensor nodes each has different levels of
battery capacity. The authors used the concept of weighted
election probability in selecting the CH nodes based on the
previous role of the nodes and their initial-energy. SEP effi-
ciently extends the total network lifetime, stability period,
and enhance the load-balancing over LEACH. In [64], the
authors proposed Z-SEP protocol that divides the targeted
area into three smaller rectangular zones: a single middle
zone and two head zones, and utilized both the static and the
dynamic clustering approaches. The nodes in the first level
(i.e., the normal nodes) are distributed in the middle zone,
from which they can directly forward their data to the central
sink node; while the nodes in the second levels (i.e., the
advanced nodes) are deployed in the two head zones. Cluster-
ing techniques, as in SEP, are used to select a number of CHs
to communicate data of the member nodes to the base station.
However, such predefined partitioning of the area and the
direct transmission to the sink node in the middle zone may
result in unexpected performance, when applied to large-scale
deployment networks. In [65], DSBCA is proposed by Liao
and Qi, which considers the distance of the sensor to the
central base station as well as their density distribution to
form a balanced clustering structure. They suggested that as
the node distance from the base station increases, the size
of the cluster radius should be larger. The cluster with high
connectivity density or that is close to the base station must
have a smaller cluster radius and vice versa. DSBCA results
in a noticeable improvement concerning energy-load balanc-
ing. The authors of [66] proposed a new protocol called ZET
in which they divided the sensing area into nine equal-sized
zones. The node’s residual energy, the distance to the base
station, and the distance to a reference point at the middle
are considered to select the head of every created zone. The
nodes send their data to CHs only if it becomes higher than
a predefined threshold. CHs, then, aggregate and compress
the received data in order to reduce the final message’s size
to be transferred to the base station. Hence, reducing the
transmission energy.

In [67], HEBM is proposed as an optimizing algorithm
for selecting CH nodes. The aim was to achieve an equal
distribution of the cluster-heads in the sensing area in such
a way that allows the other nodes (i.e., non-CH nodes) to be
linked to clusters with a minimized communication energy
and a fair load-balancing. The proposed solution shows
a significant improvement in the stability period and the

overall system lifetime. ZSEP-E protocol is proposed in [68]
as an improved version of Z-SEP, aiming to fairly bal-
ance the energy-load over the entire network. The authors
considered three types of heterogeneous nodes: normal, inter-
mediate, and advanced sensor nodes. The normal and inter-
mediate nodes are deployed in the middle zone; while the
advance nodes are distributed in the two head zones. Using
cluster-based techniques, ZSEP-E selects a number of CHs
in each of these zones probabilistically based on the residual
energy of the sensor nodes. In [69], the authors introduced
FZSEP as an enhancement of ZSEP-E protocol based on the
concepts of fuzzy logic. The density of node deployment,
the node’s residual energy, and the transmission distance are
used in this solution in order to improve the process of CH
election. The presented results show improved performance
in terms of the overall network lifetime. CBCCP protocol
is proposed in [70] for large-scale sensor networks. The
proposed solution clusters the working area into a number
of adjacent hierarchical rectangular areas. In each area, there
exists a single CH and a set of coordinators (COs) that reg-
ulate data transmission from the lower cluster heads towards
the base station layer. The authors stated that this solution
achieves a fair load balancing and higher levels of scalability.
However, traffic overloads may be experienced by CHs in the
large-scale networks, which may lead to unpreferred perfor-
mance. The same framework idea in partitioning the working
area into hierarchically clustered areas have been used in
their work in [71]. A new algorithm for minimizing the cost
of data transmission is introduced (based on some policies).
The algorithm shows an enhanced performance concerning
the scalability, the execution time, and the overall network
lifetime. In [72], PDORP is proposed as a hybrid routing
protocol that combines both the cache and the directional
transmission characteristics of reactive DSR protocol [73]
and proactive PEGASIS protocol [74]. Also, hybridization
of GA and BFO is introduced for selecting energy-aware
optimal paths. The authors aimed to choose a suitable and
alternative path to be utilized in the case of node expiration
so that the energy consumed through the transmission process
is minimized, and the delay as well as the bit error rate, are
reduced.

In [75], the authors proposed E-BEENISH that follows the
same weighted election probabilities of nodes as in SEP to
selects CHs, with an improved weighted election threshold
introduced. Along with nodes type’s probability, the new
threshold considers two new parameters: the ratio of the node
residual energy to the average of the total energy, and the
ratio of the node distance form the base station to that from
CH. The authors aimed to make use of the total energy of
network efficiently and to balance the energy consumption
among all the member nodes. They showed better results
compared to existing SEP-based protocols. However, the
solution do not support higher levels of heterogenity and thus,
is not applicable for large-scale network with multi-levels
of heterogenity. IEE-LEACH is proposed in [76], as a new
version of LEACH protocol to balance the distribution of the
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energy-load among all the sensor nodes and to extend the
overall network lifetime. IEE-LEACH employs a different
mechanism for electing CHs in which it considers the node’s
initial energy, the node’s residual energy, the network total
energy, and the average energy of all the sensor nodes. The
node with higher energy than that of its neighbors or than
the average energy of all the network nodes will get a higher
probability to become a CH more frequently than others. The
non-CH nodes determine their distance to the nearest CH and
BS and then decide whether to participate in cluster formation
or not. The nodes closer to the BS do not join any cluster and
send their data directly to the BS. The protocol also uses a
hybrid communication method in which the nodes also have
the option of transmitting their data either in a single hop or
in multi-hop mode based on the energy dissipation of the two
paths. The least energy consumption path will be selected,
and hence, saves energy and increases the network lifetime.

In [77], a new improvement of SEP protocol is introduced
which is called DBCP (Distance-Based Clustering Protocol)
for extending the lifetime of WSN. DBCP uses the distance
of a node to the base station as an additional parameter for
the node to join the nearest CH during clusters’ formation.
Each non-CH node in the network compares its distance to
the BS and to the nearest announced CH. It joins the CH only
if its distance is less than that to BS, otherwise, it remains
independent and sends its data after compression directly to
the BS, thus reducing the transmission distance of the nodes
close to the base stationwhich results in less energy consump-
tion. However, for large-scale networks, this may not be an
efficient solution as it considers only one base station, around
which the member nodes represent a small portion of all
network nodes. In [78], GCEEC (Gateway Energy-Efficient
Centroid) protocol is proposed to balance the load among
CHs and energy consumption among all the network nodes
in precision agriculture WSN. The new solution is based on
selecting the best location of CH using the concept of energy
centroid and rotating CH role among energy-density nodes.
The CHs, then, can send their aggregated data directly to
the BS or through selected gateway nodes based on their
distance to the BS. The gateways, which are the nodes
adjacent to CHs, are selected by CHs for relaying data to BS
through weighing procedure that considers three parameters:
the distance between the cluster nodes, the remaining energy
of CHs, and the number of adjacent neighbor CHs. The
adjacent node with a higher weightage is selected by CH as its
gateway node. Their presented results indicate improvements
in energy-saving, overall lifetime, and throughput. However,
the solution is applicable only to nodes having the same initial
energy and cannot be used for multilevel heterogeneous
WSN.However, several LEACH-based and SEP-based proto-
cols, as well as other similar approaches have been proposed
in literature, providing various enhancements and different
levels of heterogeneity supports for different deployment and
operation scenarios. This includes HNBC [79], YSGAP [80],
EECMHR [81], EERH [82]–[84], HMGWO [85],
ECSCF [86], LA-MHR ITSEP [87], [88], ACOBAN [89],

GAECH [90], EEREG [91],ZBRP in [92], ESEP-E [93],
DEEC [94], etc.

Utilizing relay nodes in hierarchical clustering (such as
using energy-harvesting enabled sensors) is also an emerging
trend that significantly helps in maximizing energy operation
time and save energy of none-harvesting nodes [95]–[98].
With the rapid growth of this technology and its use in smart
digital systems, many cluster-based solutions have utilized
energy-harvesting enabled sensors in several approaches
introduced for WSNs. In [99], The authors investigated the
issue of selecting optimal relay nodes and a new solution is
provided for energy-aware cooperation in EH-WSN. They
first discussed the joint allocation and cooperative commu-
nication impact. Then, a selection heuristic of the relay nodes
for cluster-based EH-WSN is proposed, where two key fac-
tors are considered: energy-harvesting rate and local path
loss. In [100], the authors used energy-harvesting enabled
nodes for relaying data packets from other nodes which are
non-energy-harvesting enabled. They modeled the problem
to find ‘‘the minimum weighted connected dominating set’’,
where the optimal positions of the relaying nodes could be
determined so that the numbers of EH and non-EH nodes are
kept to the minimum. In [101], a new relay node selection
scheme is introduced, which relies on TSR (time-switching
relaying) protocol, aiming to minimize the chance of select-
ing an unsuitable relay node. The authors proposed an FDX
(full-duplex) block structure that enhances the effective trans-
mission time of energy harvesting relay nodes and showed
the superiority of their new schemes with respect to others.
In [102], another solution is proposed which addresses the
problem of placing the EH enabled relaying nodes. The major
aim was to define the best relay nodes’ locations in the
working area, based on the already defined CHs’ locations.
They claimed that this approach can find near the optimal
solution and therefore extends the overall system lifespan.
This work is extended in [103] by proposing different models
for studying the profile of energy harvesting. A new dis-
tributed scheme is provided which takes into account the
fluctuation of harvesting rate, depending on their introduced
models. In [104], the authors proposed a new algorithm for
EH-WSNs that creates a cluster-head group (CHG) contain-
ing a number of nodes that act as CHs alternately in order to
remove the need to select the cluster head nodes frequently in
each transmission round. Thus, prevents potential failures and
ensures perpetual EH-WSNs operation. The reader is referred
to [104]–[116] for further discussion on energy-harvesting
and relay-nodes based solutions.

However, the above-discussed clustering-based schemes
use a proactive data reporting model (i.e., regular data trans-
mission). The network nodes continuously send their data to
CHs in their time-slot every certain time interval regardless
of any other factors such as event-occurrence, change in
reported values, or the need to transmit the current sensed
data. Such regular proactive transmission has its drawbacks
in time-critical applications. The nodes waste their energy
for unnecessary transmissions when there may be no change
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in the measured parameters. Such energy-aware solutions
can perform well in the case of medium and small-scale
networks based on their considered assumptions, however,
they are not suitable for large-scale systems, where the energy
demand becomes higher. Further, they lack the ability to
support higher scalability and multi-levels of heterogeneity,
which are essential requirements in the large-scale networks,
so they result in additional traffic-load, excessive energy
consumption, and reduced network lifetime. Therefore, the
reactive data reporting model (event-oriented transmission),
as we introduce in our proposed solution in this paper is an
appropriate solution in such scenarios. The nodes send their
data only if requested or certain criteria are met (e.g., major
changes or the concerned event occurs) [117], [118]. This is
very efficient in various applications and can save a higher
amount of energy.

B. EH-mulSEP PROTOCOL
EH-mulSEP [59] is an efficient dynamic cluster-based
protocol that supports multiple levels of nodes’ categories
(i.e., cate-1, cate-2, cate-3,. . . , cate-n) based on a state of the
art heterogeneity model. The system model utilizes energy
harvesting nodes as intermediate relay nodes that receive
data from cluster-heads and forwards upward to base sta-
tions, This helps in saving energy of cluster-heads, which
are selected alternatively from sensor nodes in the field, and
hence, reduces their consumed energy by sending data to
nearby relay nodes for short distances. EH-mulSEP intro-
duces a new general model for the dynamic weighted election
of cluster-heads in heterogeneous sensor networks, based on
the initial energy and previous role of the sensor nodes. As in
this model, the weighted election probability of category i
nodes (Pi) and the election threshold for the node k in cat-
egory i (ET ki ) can be calculated as given below in (1) and (2),
respectively:

Pi =
popt × (1+ (i-1) . α)

(1+
N 2
t

N
.α +

N 3
t

N
.2α + ...+

N n
t

N
.(n-1)α)

(1)

ET ki =


Pi

1-Pi×(r mod
1
Pi
)
, if k ∈ Gi

0 otherwise

(2)

where N is the total number of network nodes, N 2
t , N

3
t ,. . . ,

N n
t , are the numer of nodes in cate-2 to cate-n, n is the

heterogeneity level, α is the energy increasing factor of cate-
i+1 nodes, popt is the optimal percentage of CHs in every
transmission interval, r is the current transmission round,
and Gi is the set of cate-i nodes that have not been elected
as cluster heads in the last 1/Pi rounds. According to the
formulas provided in this model, the nodes equipped with
further initial energies are selected as cluster heads more
times than the nodes having low levels of initial energies. This
imposes a very important balance of energy-load amongst all
the categories of network nodes.

The member nodes of all clusters in EH-mulSEP send their
collected data proactively in every transmission interval to
their cluster-heads, which, in turn, aggregate it and forward
to relay nodes towards base stations. However, this means
that every node has to send data periodically regardless the
change/no-change in the measured parameters, leading to
dissipating unnecessary amount of energy, not only during
the sending process by the member nodes, but also during
receiving, aggregating, and re-sending processes by cluster
heads and relay nodes as well. Therefore, the need is to
regulate the reporting process of sensed data in such a way
that minimizes the energy consumption of sensor nodes. This
can be achieved efficiently by reducing the number of times at
which the nodes have to report their sensed data unless there
is an indication that it is necessary. Hence, maximizing the
network stability and overall lifetime. To address such lim-
itations and challenges, we propose TEMSEP protocol that
significantly extends EH-mulSEP, and improves energy con-
servation. We present our new solution, in detail, in the next
section. Table 1, summarizes the major differences between
the proposed protocol and other related protocols discussed
above.

III. TEMSEP: THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL
In this section, we present TEMSEP (Threshold-oriented
and Energy-harvesting enabled Multi-level Stable Election
Protocol), as an improved version of EH-mulSEP [59]. The
aim is to provide a reactive transmission mechanism that
saves unnecessary consumed energy of sensor nodes during
transmission periods and to maximize the overall network
operation time. We describe the system design of TEMSEP
and the new event-thresholding model we developed in the
next subsections.

A. SYSTEM MODEL FRAMEWORK
TEMSEP considers a hierarchical system framework,
consisting of four layers: sensing/data-collection layer,
cluster-heads layer, relaying layer, and base stations layer
as shown in Figure 1. The network in this model is
assumed to consist of N heterogeneous nodes (HNs),
R energy-harvesting intermediate nodes (EHs), B local base
stations (LBSs), and a single master base station (MBS).

TEMSEP considers energy-harvesting nodes and hetero-
geneity model (as have been employed in the proactive
EH-mulSEP protocol). For the energy-harvesting model,
a number of nodes (EHs) have been utilized as intermediate
relaying layer between CHs in the second layer and LBSs in
the topmost layer. The total number of EH relay nodes (R) is
calculated by:

R =
⌈
popt × (

N
√
n
)
⌉

(3)

This is given based on the reasonable assumption that Rmust
be directly proportional to N and popt and inversely to n.
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TABLE 1. Major differences between TEMSEP and discussed protocols.

FIGURE 1. System model architecture.

Here, a type of tradeoff is imposed, where the higher levels
of heterogeneity are provided with larger amounts of initial
energies and, therefore, compensate the need for adding extra

EH relaying nodes, and thus reducing the network operational
cost (by reducing the number of EHs). The energy-harvesting
nodes considered here can harvest their energy from the
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ambient sources with a harvesting rate Rh which is assumed
to be fluctuating in a given range (Rh ∈

[
Rhmin,R

h
max
]
) due

to the environmental effects. The harvested energy is stored
in the node battery with a capacity of EHcap (harvest-store-
use [119]) for the later supply of its relaying process.

For nodes’ heterogeneity, a multi-level model is used as
described in [120]. This model supports up to n levels of het-
erogeneous nodes (cate-1, cate-2, cate-3, . . . , cate-n) defined
by their respective cardinalities: N 1

t , N
2
t , N

3
t , . . . ,N

2
t , and

their initial energy levels: E1
t , E

2
t , E

3
t , . . . ,E

n
t (where n is a

positive integer number), and N 1
t +N

2
t +N

3
t + . . .+N

n
t = N .

The number of nodes (N i
t ) and the amount of initial energy

(E it ) for each level are given in this model as follows:

N i
t = N× (β − γ1)×(β−γ2) × (β − γ3) × . . .× (β − γi)

(4)

E it = E1
t × (1+ (i− 1) × α) (5)

where α defines how many times E it is more than E (i−1)
t ;

β and γi are the primary and secondary parameters of the
heterogeneity model respectively. However, based on this
model, we can define the numbers of nodes for each category
of heterogeneous nodes as well as the various levels of initial
energies in our TEMSEP protocol. Accordingly, we have
formulated our new event-thresholding model to fit with this
model so it can be used for any large-scale WSNs regardless
of the number of its heterogeneity levels.

TEMSEP is a dynamic cluster-based protocol in which the
heterogeneous nodes (HNs) are divided into non-overlapping
clusters, and for every cluster, a single node is alternatively
selected as a cluster-head (CH) to coordinate data collection
within its groups. Clusters are periodically changed in every
time interval called a transmission round based on some
predefined parameters (e.g., the set of active nodes, the nodes’
residual energy, the number of adjacent nodes, etc.). In TEM-
SEP framework, the data is collected by the HN nodes in the
first layer and sent to the CH nodes in the second layer. CHs,
then, aggregate the received data and transmit upward to the
EH nodes in the intermediate layer which, in turn, forward
this data to the base stations in the upper layer. However,
the set of heterogeneous nodes (HNs) in the lower layer of
the considered model represents the total number of sensor
nodes in the network, while energy-harvesting nodes (EHs)
in the intermediate layer are additionally deployed in order
to optimize the energy consumption of nodes in the sensing
layers and help in increasing the overall network lifetime.
EH nodes are not responsible for collecting data or capturing
events in the local environment.

B. EVENT THRESHOLDING MODEL
We introduce a new thresholding model to control data
transmission in multi-level heterogeneous sensor networks.
The model helps the administrator to manage the reporting
frequency for each category of sensor nodes and defines
the range of thresholds at which the nodes are requested to
transmit their sensed data. The aim is to reduce the number

of times nodes report their data upward to the base stations
and hence save a higher amount of energy. In this model,
we define two types of threshold: a Hard Threshold (HT ),
after which a sensor node becomes ready to send its data,
and a Soft Threshold (ST ), based on which the sensor node
makes its decision whether to send the data or not. A sliding
window (SW) of already reported data is also formulated and
used in a conjunction with ST to make the final decision.
Generally, in heterogeneous sensor networks, there may be a
large variety of sensor types, each has its own role and range
of values to be measured based on a number of attributes
(e.g., environment type, location, level of accuracy needed,
reporting frequency, etc.), and the decision of reporting an
event is made based on the nature of the network as well
as the role and type of the sensor itself. Therefore, our
default scenario is to have a different HT for each node
category by which all the similar nodes will have the same
transmission frequency. In this case, each category i (cate-i)
has a different value of hard threshold (HTi) ranges between
minimum and maximum values HTminL , and HTmaxL (i.e., HTi
∈
[
HTminL ,HTmaxL

]
, where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n (n is the number

of heterogeneity levels). However, in this thresholdingmodel,
we apply this initial concept differently by defining a range
of thresholds for every category of sensors. We assume that in
the category i (cate-i), every sensor k has a different value of
its hard threshold (HT ki ) ranges between HT

min
i , and HTmaxi

(i.e., HT ki ∈
[
HTmini ,HTmaxi

]
, where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,N t

i .
This is a very significant improvement to our initial scenario
in which all the identical sensors have the same value of the
threshold. This addition, in fact, enables the network admin
to vary the value at which he/she will receive a sensed data
for a specific sensor at a specific time. Also, it increases the
data accuracy by giving some sensors low thresholds than
others so to be able to cope with false reading which may
occur sometimes due to environmental variation and noise
interference.

Thus, for our event-thresholding model, we have n pairs
of hard thresholds (i.e., threshold range limits, Rhti ), each
corresponds to one level of nodes’ heterogeneity as follows:

Rht1 =
[
HTmin1 , HTmax1

]
( lowest level of heterogeneity)

Rht2 =
[
HTmin2 , HTmax2

] y
Rht3 =

[
HTmin3 , HTmax3

]
...

...

Rhtn =
[
HTminn , HTmaxn

]
( Highest level of heterogeneity)

The values of HTmini and HTmaxi , for each category are
predetermined by the administrator based on some given
criteria related to the nature of the network and the number of
nodes in the category, where HTmin1 = HTminL and HTmaxn =

HTmaxL . The threshold values (HT ki ) for all the senor nodes in
cate-i are selected within the corresponding range. Defining
Rhti is very important here, where the nodes in the higher
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levels of heterogeneity, which have more extra energy, are
supposed to be used for reporting data more frequently than
those having less amount of energy.

However, these ranges Rht1 to Rhtn , in fact, are subsets
of the larger ranges (Rsv1 , R

sv
2 , R

sv
3 , . . . ,R

sv
n ), which repre-

sent the smallest and the highest sensed values (SV) that
can be measured by the sensor nodes in cate-1, cate-2,
cate-3, . . . , cate-n, respectively, which can be represented in
a similar manner as follows:

Rsv1 =
[
SVmin

1 , SVmax
1

]
( lowest level of heterogeneity)

Rsv2 =
[
SVmin

2 , SVmax
2

] y
Rsv3 =

[
SVmin

3 , SVmax
3

]
...

...

Rsvn =
[
SVmin

n , SVmax
n

]
( Highest level of heterogeneity)

The values of SVmin
i and SVmax

i should be decided in
advance for each category, which is generally based on the
type of sensors in each category and the intended use of them.
Thus, to conclude the above formulation, the following is
correct:

HT ki ∈ Rhti ⊂ Rsvi

HT ki ∈
[
HTmini , HTmaxi

]
⊂

[
SVmin

i , SVmax
i

]
In this proposed model, the process of deciding whether a

node has to report its data or not is executed in two phases:
In the first phase, the node in category i (SN k

i ) checks its
current sensed value (CV k

i ). If CV
k
i is found to be equal or

larger than its predefined hard threshold HT ki , then SN
k
i will

enable itself to the possibility of reporting its data (i.e., CV k
i )

and moves forward to the next phase of the process. This step
is explained as in ‘‘node enabling procedure’’ below.

Node Enabling Procedure

1: if CV k
i ≥ HT ki then

2: SN k
i .Enabled = 1

3: end if

In the second phase, SN k
i uses its given soft threshold (ST ki )

to take the final decision whether there is a need to report
CV k

i or not. In general, we define the soft threshold (ST ) of
any sensor node as ‘‘the upper bound of difference between
the current sensed value (CV ) and previously reported value
(PV )’’ at which the node must report its data upwards to the
base station. To enhance this initial definition, we define a
sensor’s Sliding Window (SW ) as a set of already reported
values in the last Z reporting rounds (Z , here, represents the
size of SW ). The SW of the sensor node k in category i is
given as follows:

SW k
i =

[
PV k

i1 ,PV
k
i2 ,PV

k
i3 , . . . ,PV

k
iZ

]

where PV k
i1

is the latest reported value, PV k
iZ is the oldest

reported value considered, and i = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,Z . The aver-
age of differences (ADki ) between CV k

i and all the previ-
ously reported values within the SW k

i , then, is calculated
to determine whether to report the current measured value
or not. Therefore, instead of using a single value of the
already reported data in making decisions in the second step,
Z reported values are employed to help in making reporting
decisions more accurate and reliable. This is reasonable to
make the right decision in order to avoid sensing errors,
outliers, and mistaken measurements that may prevent nodes
from reporting its significant and necessary readings. It also
helps in reducing repeated reports of the same data in con-
secutive transmission cycles, which results in higher energy
consumption (even if the sensed value is higher than HT ki
which enables the node to possibly send their data). For this,
we first calculate the sum of differences of sensor node k in
cate-i (SDki ) as follows:

SDki =
Z∑
j=1

√
(CV k

i − PV
k
ij )

2 (6)

Then, the average of differences (ADki ) is taken:

ADki =
SDki
Z

(7)

The value of ADki is then compared to ST ki to determine
the final decision. If ADki is found to be equal or larger than
ST ki (the soft threshold of the sensor node), then SN k

i activates
itself (turning-on its transmitter) to report its data immedi-
ately (i.e., transmitting CV k

i upward to the base station). This
step is explained as in ‘‘transmitter activation procedure’’
below.

Transmitter Activation Procedure
1: if ADki ≥ ST ki then
2: SN k

i .Activated = 1
3: end if

However, as our TEMSEP considers a state-of-the-art
multi-level heterogeneity model, the proposed event-
thresholding model is general and can be used with any
level of heterogeneity and initial energies of sensor nodes.
The limits of thresholds and measured valued can be simply
defined and controlled based on the type of sensors used in
each category, which help in defining the level of reporting
frequency based on the network function and monitoring
requirement. Thus, applying the event-thresholding model,
instead of sending data periodically, is the key idea in TEM-
SEP to reduce the higher traffic-load imposed by all the nodes
sending their data every predefined time interval, and thus,
reducing the total amount of energy consumed by network
nodes and maximizing network operation time. In each trans-
mission cycle, only the nodes whose measured values exceed
their predefined hard threshold and meet their soft threshold
requirements are enabled to send collected values to their
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cluster-heads or nearest relay node; while the others stay in
energy-saving mode by keeping their transmitter switched-
off. The main procedure of data transmission based on the
steps defined in the model discussed above is shown in
Algorithm 1 below.

Algorithm 1 Threshold-Oriented Transmition

Input: HT ki , ST
k
i , SW

k
i , Z ,

1: SN k
i updates current sensed data (CV k

i )
2: if CV k

i ≥ HT ki then
3: SN k

i .Enabled = 1

4: SDki =
Z∑
j=1

√
(CV k

i − PV k
ij )

2

5: ADki =
SDki
Z

6: if ADki ≥ ST ki then
7: SN k

i .Activated = 1
8: send CV k

i to CH or nearest EH .
9: end if

10: end if

C. TEMSEP DEPLOYMENT AND OPERATION
We developed TEMSEP to be used in large-scale WSNs,
in which a massive number of nodes/sensing devices can
be deployed in a large area, especially in scenarios of
isolated areas such as harsh, hostile, and inaccessible envi-
ronments (e.g., battlefields, forests, deserts, difficult ter-
rains, etc.). Both the heterogeneous sensor nodes (HNs)
and the energy-harvesting relay nodes (EHs) are uni-
formly distributed in the working area in a random manner.
As in EH-mulSEP protocol, a number of Local Base Sta-
tions (LBSs) are distributed at predefined locations around
the targeted area borders, which is the case of the real
large-scale systems. The LBSs are generally connected to a
single central node calledMaster Base Station (MBS) located
at a relatively far location. However, after the deployment
of nodes in TEMSEP protocol as shown in Algorithm 2
(which is done in off-line mode), the transmission stage starts
in on-line mode. This phase is divided into many repeated
time-intervals called operation-rounds or transmission-round
(for example every 1 second, 1 minute, 1 hour, etc.) similarly
as the way followed in [62], [63], [76], [121], [122]. For
all the transmission rounds, the time interval is defined
in a way that allows all the sensor nodes at the sensing
layer to send their data through cluster-heads towards base
station nodes at the highest layer before new transmission
round start over. Every operation round consists of two sub-
phases: the set-up phase and the data transference phase. As a
dynamic clustering protocol, the (HN) nodes in TEMSEP
are re-clustered periodically in every set-up phase, where a
new set of cluster-heads (CHs) is selected as members of the
second layer for the current round. Based on the multi-level
weighted election model discussed in Section II-B:
in every transmission round, each k member node of

Algorithm 2 TEMSEP Deployment Procedure

Input: N , L, B, n, α, β, γ1, 2

Network Setup:
1: for each category of nodes (cate-i) do
2: Identify N i

t through Equation (4)
3: Identify E it through Equation (5)
4: end for
5: R =

⌈
popt × (

N
√
n
)
⌉

6: A = L × L
Network Formation:
7: for i = 1 to n do
8: Randomly deploy cate-i nodes in the area A
9: end for
10: Randomly deploy R relay nodes in the area A
11: for each bs ∈ LBSs do
12: Place bs at its predefined location
13: end for

cate-i randomly selects a number x in the range [0, 1]. If the
chosen x is less than ET ki , the node, then, selects itself
as a cluster-head and announces its information to all the
other nodes in the network. Similarly, each energy harvest-
ing relay node broadcasts its information, in every set-up
phase, including its current status (sleeping/awake state) to
all its neighbor nodes. Once the non-CH nodes receive these
announcements, they send a joining message to either a CH
or an EH node, whichever has the shortest distance. The
selected CH and EH nodes then create TDMA (TimeDivision
Multiple Access) schedules in a way that each member node
is given a separate time slot. Also, every selected CH node
sends a joining request to its nearest EH relay node so that the
selected EH nodes assign an independent time slot to every
joined CH node. The generated TDMA schedules, then, are
broadcasted to all joined member nodes, after which the data
transfer phase starts. At this point, the non-CH sensor nodes
in the lower layer report their data towards the base stations
layer based on the event-thresholding model described above.
For every sensor node k in category i, if its data reporting
requirements are met, then the node activates its radio and
sends its current sensed value (CV k

i ). In this step, TEMSEP
adopts the conception of cross-layer communication model
as used in EH-mulSEP in two different levels (see Figure 1
in Section III-A): (i) Data transmission between the first and
third layers, and (ii) Data transmission between the second
and fourth layers. Heterogeneous sensor nodes in the lowest
layer can send their data either in a multi-hops transmission,
through cluster-head nodes in the second layer, or in a single-
hop path (cross-layer) directly to energy-harvesting nodes in
the intermediate layer; wherever the transmission energy is
the least. Similarly, for the second layer, the cluster-heads
are allowed to transmit their data directly (cross-layer) to the
LBS nodes in the top layer if the distance is shorter than
that to EH intermediate layer. Figure 2 shows the sequences
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FIGURE 2. TEMSEP operation phases.

of all the operation stages in the proposed TEMSEP
protocol.

For the relaying layer, the energy-harvesting nodes are
assumed to have the ability to drive energy from ambient
power sources simultaneously while transmitting and receiv-
ing information during operation rounds. Two harvesting
thresholds are used to control the nodes’ activation time.
Each node can continue in work while its energy is more
than Edownth , otherwise it turns itself into the sleeping mode to
harvest enough energy and turns on again once its energy is
more than Eupth . The amount of energy that can be harvested
by a single node (Eh) and its total residual energy (Er ) are
given by (8) and (9), respectively:

Eh = ηc × Pr (8)

Er = Er + Eh (9)

where ηc is the energy conversion efficiency, and Pr is the
amount of the received power. Algorithm 3, presents the
pseudocode of TEMSEP main procedure.

IV. EVALUATION SETUP AND METHODOLOGY
For evaluating TEMSEP protocol, we have conducted
extensive simulations using different configurations of the
event-thresholding model, network heterogeneity levels, and
deployment parameters. Matlab platform is used to carry out
all the simulation works. We wrote a custom program and
considered two different scenarios of heterogeneous network
deployment, and compared our TEMSEP performance to
that of traditional SEP [63], SEP-E [123], and other recently
proposed protocols including EH-mulSEP [59], MRA [124],
ITSEP [87], and ‘‘Priya et al.’’ [83].

A. SIMULATION SETUP AND PARAMETERS
In our simulation, we have used two different configurations
of the thresholding model parameters. These settings vary in
the values given to the soft threshold (ST ) and hard thresh-
old (HT ). The aim is to show how TEMSEP reacts when
ST ranges from x to m, the minimum and the maximum
values within which the ST can be relaxed. In addition,
changing the range limits of hard threshold (Rhti ) may reduce
network traffic-load and gives higher energy-savings as the
data to be reported are minimized. The parameters’ values
we have chosen in these settings for the event-thresholding
model are set based on our research outcome and litera-
ture studies. We have considered STi and HTi range limits
(i.e., Rht1 , R

ht
2 , R

ht
3 , . . . , R

ht
n ) for all values of i based on the

smallest and the highest sensed values (SVmin and SVmax)
that can be measured by the sensor nodes in cate-1, cate-2,
cate-3, . . . , cate-n, respectively (which represented by Rsvi for
each nodes’ category). The values of Rsvi pairs (SVmin and
SVmax) for all levels of heterogeneity are taken as (20, 100),
(30, 150), and (40, 200), for i = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. For
eachHTi, we vary the value of lower limit (HTmini ) and upper
limit (HTmaxi ) by varying the percentage of SVmax considered
to form the value of HTi. The percentage values used to get
HTmini andHTmaxi are, respectively, 30% and 40% for the first
configuration, and 40% and 50% for the second configuration
with an increase equals to 10%. For STi, we consider the
level of heterogeneity i (i.e., cate-i) along with α (the energy
increasing factor of heterogenous nodes as defined by the
heterogeneity model in Section III-A), which indicates that
the amount of energy of a node in the ith level is more than
that of a node in the (i-1)th level. We use this combination
‘‘α/i’’ in our simulation to vary the value of STi in accordance
to the TEMSEP essential assumption in which the nodes in
the lower level (having less initial energy) are employed to
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Algorithm 3 TEMSEP Protocol

Input: N , L, B, n, α, β, γ1,2, HTi, STi, SWi, Z , Edownth ,
Eupth , R

h
min, R

h
max

Deployment & Initialization:
1: Call TEMSEP Deployment Procedure (N , L, B, n,
α, β, γ1,2)

2: for each category of nodes cate-i do
3: Compute weighted election probability Pi accord-

ing to equation (1)
4: end for
CH Election & Data Transmission:
5: while (N alv > 0) do

CH Election:
6: for each SN k

i ∈ HN
alv do

7: SN k
i computes its election threshod ET ki accord-

ing to equation (2)
8: SN k

i chooses a random number x ∈ [0, 1]
9: if x < ET ki then
10: SN k

i announces itself as a CH node
11: end if
12: end for

Data Transmission:
13: for each SN k

i /∈ CHs, receivs CHs/EH info do
14: SN k

i joins the nearst CH or EH node
15: SN k

i waits until receiving ‘‘TDMA′′ schedule
16: SN k

i calls Threshold-orineted Data Transmission
Procedure (HT ki , ST

k
i , SW

k
i , Z )

17: end for
18: for each ch ∈ CHs do
19: ch joins the nearst EH or LBS node
20: ch waits until receiving ‘‘TDMA′′ schedule
21: if ch recievs joining msg from non-CHs then
22: ch sends ‘‘TDMA′′ schedule to the non-CHs
23: ch receives new data packets from non-CHs
24: ch sends the new aggregated_data_packet

to the nearst EH or LBS node
25: end if
26: end for
27: end while

F HN alv: The set of alive heterogenous
nodes F N alv: The number of alive
heterogenous nodes

report data less frequently than those nodes in the higher level,
which assumed to be used for tasks that require to report their
datamore frequently (as they have higher amounts of energy),
and so achieving a fair energy-load balancing. The different
configurations of HTi and STi are depicted in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively.

In real scenarios, the value of HTi and STi are defined by
the administrator based on the nature of the network and types
of sensors used. However, in our case, the values we have
taken do not affect the simulation results or the comparison
and they can be chosen with other values since all other

TABLE 2. Simulation settings of HTi .

TABLE 3. Simulation settings of STi .

TABLE 4. Network scenarios considered.

limits are re-calculated accordingly, and the actual values of
the nodes threshold are randomly chosen within each given
range for more realistic simulation. For all the configurations
of both the HTi and STi, we have considered each setting
of HTi with each setting of STi, resulting in a total of four
different configurations. These combinations of configura-
tions have been applied on two different network scenarios
(having different levels of heterogeneity, different amounts
of total energy, different numbers of nodes, and different
dimensions of the sensing area). This also gives us an idea
of how TEMSEP behaves when applied to networks that
vary on their main parameters (i.e., size, area, sensor nodes,
and overall energy). The different scenarios considered in the
simulation are depicted in Table 4.

For the validity of TEMSEP evaluation and comparison,
we have followed the same principles, models, and method-
ology for energy-efficiency simulation of WSN that have
been used by many research works in literature including the
main clustering protocols, LEACH and SEP, and many other
cluster-based solutions [61]–[63], [65], [79], [122], [125].
Also, we have considered the same values of simulation
parameters and methodology in all the simulated protocols as
used in SEP, SEP-E, and EH-mulSEP protocols for network
setup (i.e., sensor nodes’ deployment, CHs election, initial-
energy, dissipation-model, heterogeneity, energy-harvesting,
data transmission, etc.) [59], [63], [120], [126], [127].
To ensure the significance of the simulation results each
protocol has been run 10 times, in all the simulated scenarios
and/or configurations, then, the average has been taken as
the final results. These results, as presented in Section V
below, show similar behaviours of the protocols in all various
simulated cases, indicating analogous improvements in all
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FIGURE 3. First order radio energy dissipation model.

parameters considered. This gives us a clear indication that
the obtained results are practically significant.

B. RADIO ENERGY MODEL
TEMSEP considers the first order radio energy dissipation
model as shown in Figure 3 (this energy model has been
widely employed in various protocols exist in literature [63],
[128], [129]). The energy consumptions considered in this
model are for data aggregation, transmission, and reception.
The other power consumptions (e.g., for static energy, control
signaling, sensing energy, etc.) are ignored as they are very
less [63], [130], [131]. The energy consumption of the radio,
according to this model, is based on the electronic circuit of
both the transceiver and the power amplifier, the length of
data transferred (lb), and distance (d) between the commu-
nicating nodes. The transmitter energy consumption (ETx),
and receiver energy consumption (ERx) are defined as in (10)
and (11), respectively:

ETx =


lb × (ETx−elec + Emp × d4), if d > d0

lb × (ETx−elec + Efs × d2), otherwise

(10)

ERx = lb × ERx−elec (11)

where ETx−elec and ERx−elec are the energy dissipations for
running the electronics of both the transmitter and the receiver
respectively, Emp and Efs are the energy of the multipath
and free space amplifier models respectively, while d0 is the
transmission distance between source and destination, which
given by:

d0 =

√
Efs
Emp

(12)

The values of all other simulation parameters we have used
in our simulations are given in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Values of simulation parameters.

C. EVALUATION PARAMETERS
We have evaluated TEMSEP with respect to other protocols
in terms of several metrics as described below:

1. First Node Dead (FND): Measures the network stable
period in term of rounds from the beginning of its oper-
ation up-until the first node die.
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FIGURE 4. Results of applying different settings of HTi and STi , with the network scenario-1: (a) number of active nodes over the simulation
time, and (b) different time measurements (FND, HND, and LND).

2. Half Node Dead (HND): Shows the point of time at
which 50% of network nodes are dead.

3. Last Node Dead (LND): Measures overall network life-
time, which is the number of rounds from the beginning
of its operation up-until the last node die.

4. Number of alive nodes: Counts the total number of alive
nodes continuously over the simulation time.

5. Dissipated energy: Indicates the total amount of dissi-
pated energy over the simulation time.

6. Residual energy: Indicates the total amount of remaining
energy over the simulation time.

7. Average number of CHs: Gives the total number of clus-
terheads elected per each operation round on average.

8. Traffic-load: Shows the network traffic-load continu-
ously over the simulation time.

9. Lifetime gain: Gives the percentage increase in the net-
work lifetime (improvement gained by TEMSEP).

10. Energy gain: Gives the percentage reduction in energy
achieved by TEMSEP compared to others.

11. Traffic gain: Gives the percentage reduction in
traffic-load obtained by TEMSEP compared to others.

12. Round energy-cost: Gives the average amount of energy
consumption per round during the simulation time.

13. Round data-sent: Gives the average amount of data sent
per round during the simulation time.

V. RESULTS ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the simulation results and com-
parison of TEMSEP to the other protocols, using different
settings of HTi and STi for both the first and the second
network scenarios as defined in Table 4. For an easier and
clear presentation of the simulation results, we give a different
notation for each combination of HTi and STi settings in
TEMSEP as shown in Table 6. As mentioned above, we have
used the same environment settings for all protocols in both
scenarios and run each protocol 10 times. We observed that
the results obtained for all runs, in all the scenarios and

TABLE 6. Notations of TEMSEP with combined settings of HTi and STi .

configuration simulated, are very close to the average we
presented here and very far from zero. This indicates that
the results are not obtained by chance and the differences of
performance obtained by the proposed protocol over others
are statistically significant. However, the results also show
clear and meaningful improvements with higher percentages
over others as shown in tables and figures below. This largely
promotes the network performance for various metrics in all
cases we considered and implies their practical importance.

For the first scenario, Figures 4a, and 4b show both the
total number of alive nodes with respect to the operation time
(in terms of round) and the values of different lifetime mea-
sures (FND, HND, and LND), respectively. The improved
performance of our reactive TEMSEP can be clearly seen
compared to proactive EH-mulsSEP and traditional SEP.
The heterogeneous nodes in our protocol TEMSEP expire
much slowly than the nodes in EH-mulSEP and SEP, and
hence extend the stability region and overall network lifetime.
Implementing the proposed thresholding model in TEMSEP
leads to such higher enhancements in performance over the
compared protocols. In Table 7, we show the obtained values
of the network lifetime (in terms of rounds) when different
percentages of heterogeneous nodes are still active in the
working mode.

We observe that in SEP, the first node dies at the
round 598; in EH-mulSEP, it dies at the round 1406; while in
TEMSEP(I, I), TEMSEP(II, I), TEMSEP(II, I), and TEM-
SEP(II, II), it dies at the rounds 2544, 3129, 2867, and 3860,
respectively. This shows different levels of improvements
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TABLE 7. The average numerical values of the network lifetime (in terms of rounds) at different points for all the protocols when applying the two
settings of HTi and STi with the network scenario-1.

TABLE 8. Lifetime gain achieved by TEMSEP on EH-mulSEP protocol at different points of its operation time using different settings of HTi and STi , with
the network scenario-1.

TABLE 9. Lifetime gain achieved by TEMSEP on SEP protocol at different points of its operation time using different settings of HTi and STi , with the
network scenario-1.

with different combinations of HTi and STi settings. From
this, we can see the significant delay in nodes’ expiration,
which makes the stable period much longer, and leads to a
more robust and reliable network. For the same configura-
tions of HTi and STi, the overall network lifetimes of our
TEMSEP are equal to 12352, 15058, 12491, and 15106 com-
pared to 3667 and 7376 for traditional SEP and proactive EH-
mulSEP, respectively. We calculated the lifetime gain of our
TEMSEP with the two configurations ofHTi and STi over the
other two protocols at different levels of the heterogeneous
nodes that are still active in the network. It is found that the
total lifetime of TEMSEP is increased by 67%, 104%, 69%

and 104% for TEMSEP(I, I), TEMSEP(II, I), TEMSEP(I, II),
and TEMSEP(II, II) respectively over that of EH-mulSEP
protocol. As observed, the network stability period, in which
all the nodes are still alive and operate in the working
mode, is improved much better than the overall lifetime,
giving a total improvement of 81%, 123%, 104%, and 175%
in each of TEMSEP(I, I), TEMSEP(II, I), TEMSEP(I, II),
and TEMSEP(II, II) respectively, over the same protocol.
The comparison of lifetime gains achieved by TEMSEP on
EH-mulSEP and SEP protocols at different points of its oper-
ation time are shown in Tables 8 and 9, respectively. The
shorter stability duration resulted in EH-mulSEP and SEP is,
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FIGURE 5. A comparison of energy dissipated for all the protocols, with network scenario-1: (a) the total energy consumed over the simulation
time, (b) the average energy dissipated per a single round, (c) the average number of CHs per a single round, and (d) the total residual energy over
the simulation time.

generally, expected as the nodes report their data periodically
in a time-driven model, dissipating higher amounts of energy
especially when used in such large-scale sensor networks.
Thus, the reactive data transmission in TEMSEP leads to
higher improvements over EH-mulSEP protocol and much
higher over SEP protocol as the later has a very short stability
period and very less overall lifetime.

Moreover, the simulation results show that the total amount
as well as the average of the energy dissipated by all the
nodes per single transmission round are the least in TEM-
SEP compared to the other protocols for all the configu-
rations of HTi and STi considered. This is due to the few
data reports sent by heterogeneous nodes in every time
interval when implementing the proposed event-thresholding
model; while in the EH-mulSEP and SEP, all the sensing
nodes in the lower layer are supposed to send their data
upwards to the base stations in every transmission round,
and thus, increase the number of data reports, which in turn
results in higher levels of energy consumption and faster
expiration of heterogeneous nodes than TEMSEP protocol.

Figure 5a shows the total amount of energy consumed by all
the network nodes with respect to the operation time, while
Figures 5b, and 5d show the average amount of energy con-
sumed by all the network nodes in a single round, and the
total amount of residual energy for all the protocols, respec-
tively From the figures, we can see that TEMSEP always has
the least energy consumption rate than others, and also, the
average energy consumption per a single round is very less in
all the configurations of HTi. The differences in energy con-
sumption when we use higher HTi are noticeable as a result
of the reduction in the number of data transmission per unit
time. This, intuitively, means that there is a higher reduction
in the network traffic-load in which TEMSEP has less data
rate during the entire operation time than other protocols,
and hence, this minimizes the processing and transceiving
energy of relay nodes as well as base stations, making the
network operating in an ideal situation without experiencing
a bottleneck and/or traffic congestion.

In Figure 5c we show a comparison of the average number
of cluster-heads (CHs) elected per a single round for all the
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FIGURE 6. A comparison of traffic-load levels for all the protocols, with the network scenario-1: (a) the average data sent per single round, and
(b) the total throughput over the simulation time.

TABLE 10. Values of average number of cluster heads per round for all
protocols with the various settings of HTi and STi , with network
scenario-1.

protocols, while Table 15 presents the actual numeric values
for the same along with the total number of lifetime’s rounds
of each protocol. As we can see even though TEMSEP has
similar values to other protocols withmarginal differences, its
network lasts for a longer period of time; while that of others
expires shortly. This also proves that CHs also consume
less amount of energy in TEMSEP as a result of using the
event-thresholding model as well as the energy-har-vesting
layer, and thus, remain working for an extended time.We also
observed during our simulation that TEMSEP has a more
stable number of CHs over the operation time compared to
other protocols, and hence, ensures longer network lifetime.

Figure 6a shows the average amount of data sent by all the
network nodes in single round for all the protocols, while
Figure 6b shows the total throughput of all protocols dur-
ing the operation time. The throughput curve of the tra-
ditional SEP shows a higher data transmission rate until
the round 3667 at which the last node in the network
dies due to the higher energy demand. Other protocols
utilize a layered framework based on energy-harvesting,
and thus continue in operation, sending more data reports.

TABLE 11. Values of average energy dissipation and throughput per
round for all protocols with the various settings of HTi and STi , with
network scenario-1.

Furthermore, in Table 11, we show the exact values of
average energy (in millijoules) and average data transmit-
ted (in Mebgabit) per single round for all the settings of
HTi and STi; while in Tables 12 and 13 we show the per-
centage of reduction in energy and traffic-load achieved
by TEMSEP over EH-mulSEP and SEP protocols, respec-
tively. However, such higher improvements obtained by
TEMSEP over the other protocols are due to implement-
ing the proposed event-thresholding model. The threshold-
ing model saves energy by regulating data reporting of all
the network nodes and preventing nodes from transmitting
their collected data unnecessarily unless the data report-
ing requirements are met. These requirements are formu-
lated in terms of hard-threshold (HTi), soft-threshold (STi),
and sliding window (SW) of previously reported data as
described in Section III-B. In addition, TEMSEP adapts an
energy-harvesting based layered framework as conceptual-
ized in EH-mulSEP protocol. Energy harvesting intermediate
relaying layer helps significantly in decreasing the transmis-
sion distance of CHs and of the regular HN nodes in the lower
layers, which in turn results in a minimized energy demand
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of applying the two configurations of STi to the first setting of HTi , with network scenario-1: (a) different lifetime
measurements (FND, HND, and LND), and (b) level of traffic-load over the simulation time.

TABLE 12. Energy gain (amount of energy saved) and traffic-load reduction achieved by TEMSEP over EH-mulSEP protocol at different points of its
operation time using different setting of HTi and STi , with the network scenario-1.

TABLE 13. Energy gain (amount of energy saved) and traffic-load reduction achieved by TEMSEP over SEP protocol at different points of its operation
time using different setting of HTi and STi , with the network scenario-1.

per unit time as well as an extended network lifetime over
SEP protocol. Moreover, using multiple base stations (LBSs)
in the layered framework enables CH nodes to save their
energy when sending their data directly to LBSs (a single-hop
transmission) with the help of the cross-layer communication,
when the distance is shorter. From the figures and tables
given above, it can be seen also that proactive EH-mulSEP
performs better than the traditional SEP protocol as it uses
the same layered network framework, even though it does not
use any type of event threshold, and the nodes send their data
proactively at every transmission interval.

The different configurations of HTi and STi considered
in our simulations help in building a clear idea on how
the network administrator can decide the exact values of
the thresholding parameters in order to achieve the desired
frequency of data reporting and the level of energy-saving.
Here, a type of tradeoff may be considered to make a fair
balancing while keeping the overall network performance at
the planned level. As the HTi plays the primary role in the
proposed thresholding model for enabling nodes to report
their data, the STi, which is calculated based on HTi, also
has a significant impact as well. Relaxing HTi and STi within
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TABLE 14. The average numerical values of the network lifetime (in terms of rounds) at different points for all the protocols when applying the two
settings of HTi and STi with the network scenario-2.

predefined ranges gives a flexible control on the behavior of
network nodes and helps in achieving the higher amount of
saved energy as planned. This is done by perfectly defining
the HTi and STi values in accordance with the energy levels
of different heterogeneous nodes. In the figures and tables
above, it can be clearly seen that the impact of HTi values on
the TEMSEP performance is more than that of STi. For closer
comparison of the two settings of STi, Figure 7, re-presents
the results when the two settings of STi are being used
with the first configuration of HTi only. It shows the level
of performance change when using the two configurations
of STi, which are calculated as 8 and 10, as well as 4 and 5
for both the first and second levels of heterogeneity, respec-
tively, according to equations we defined in Table 3. The
percentage of improvement in the length of stability period
over the other protocols is higher than the improvements in
the overall network lifetime, the amount of energy saved,
or the reduction in the traffic-load. This implies that the HTi
has a higher impact on the level of energy-saving, network
lifetime, and traffic-load than the STi; nevertheless, both are
key factors in achieving the desired network performance.
When higher values of HTi and/or STi are used, more reduc-
tion in data transmission can be achieved, and thus, improved
performance can be obtained. However, the results discussed
above prove that our proposed protocol, TEMSEP, enables
the administrator to make a perfect selection of HTi and
STi based on the event-thresholding model introduced in
Section III-B, such that the nodes with higher levels of energy
send their data more frequently than those having less amount
of initial energy. Thus, achieving a fair energy-load balancing
between all the heterogonous nodes and improving the level
of energy conservation.

For the second scenario of the network simulated, three
levels of heterogeneity have been considered instead of two,
with a total number of 5000 heterogeneous sensor nodes

TABLE 15. Values of average number of cluster heads per round for all
protocols with the different settings of HTi and STi , with network
scenario-2.

distributed as 2599 of cate-1, 1482 of cate-2, and 919 of
cate-3, respectively for the three levels within a sensing area
equal to 400 × 400 m2. The simulation has been done using
the same configurations and values of HTi and STi as used
in the first scenario without any change. We have compared
the performance of TEMSEP with that of EH-mulSEP [59],
MRA [124], ITSEP [87], ‘‘Priya et al’’ [83], and SEP-E [123]
protocols, where all these protocols support three levels of
heterogeneous nodes. From the simulation results, it has been
observed that TEMSEP performs further better than the other
protocols (EH-mulSEP, MRA, ITSEP, ‘‘Priya et al.’’, and
SEP-E) for all the evaluation metrics we targeted. In general,
the results show that TEMSEP acts in a similar way to what
has been seen in the first scenario. The higher value of HTi
and STi we set, the better performance we get in terms of
less traffic-load, higher energy saving, longer stability period,
and extended network lifetime. Also, as a result of including
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FIGURE 8. Results of applying the second setting of STi on the two settings of HTi , with the network scenario-2: (a) different lifetime measurements
(FND, HND, and LND), (b) the number of active nodes over the simulation time, (c) the energy dissipation over the simulation time, (d) the level of
traffic-load over the simulation time, (e) the average number of CHs per a single round, and (f) the total residual energy over the simulation time.

higher levels of heterogeneity, noticeable improvements have
been seen in comparison to that of the first scenario. The
difference between the performance of TEMSEP and that of

the other protocols has been clearly observed for most of the
evaluation parameters (stable period, energy consumption,
overall lifetime, transmission rate, etc.).
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FIGURE 9. A comparison of energy consumption rate and data transmission rate for all the protocols, with network scenario-2: (a) the average
energy dissipated per a single round, and (b) the average data sent per a single round .

TABLE 16. Percentage of reduction in data transmission rate achieved by TEMSEP over other protocols using different settings of HTi and STi , with
network scenario-2.

In this scenario, even though MRA, ITSEP, ‘‘Priya et al’’,
and SEP-E protocols have three levels of heterogeneity as
in EH-mulSEP protocol, they show low performance due
to the large monitored area, which leads to a longer trans-
mission distance, and thus, higher energy consumption and
early nodes’ expiration. EH-mulSEP performs better than the
four protocols as a result of utilizing intermediate relaying
layer that helps in reducing transmission distance, and thus,
in dissipating less amount of energy. However, TEMSEP
protocol keeps performing more higher than EH-mulSEP due
to its novel heterogeneous event-thresholding model, which
ensures that nodes send their sensed data only when required,
and thus, reducing unnecessary data transmissions, saving a
higher amount of energy, andmaximizing the overall network
operation time. Such improved performance in TEMSEP is
clearly observed over all these protocols for various metrics
considered. MRA protocol shows better performance than
ITSEP, ‘‘Priya et al’’, and SEP-E. This is due to its utilization
of four base stations located on the borders of the monitored
area, and thus, the cluster heads choose the nearest base
station to send their aggregated data for a shorter distance
than the other three, which results in less energy consump-
tion and longer stable period. ISTEP also performs better
than ‘‘Priya et al’’, and SEP-E protocols due to considering

multi-hops transmission, in which cluster heads have two
options to send their collected data either directly to the base
station, which is located in the center of the monitored area,
or through the nearest neighbor cluster-head, whichever have
the shortest transmission distance. Consequently, a path to
the base station with the least minimum energy-cost can be
identified. Even though ‘‘Priya et al’’ provides a modified
version of weighted election threshold, we have observed
that it has unstable performance in terms of percentage of
elected cluster-heads, which results in less performance in
large-scale networks compared to the other protocols. Also,
we have observed that considering homogenous thresholds in
MRA and ITSEP to make decisions on the data transmission
process helps them in saving energy and extending the overall
network lifetime better than ‘‘Priya et al’’ and SEP-E.

In Table 14, we show the average numerical values of the
network lifetime at different points of operation time for all
the protocols, while In Figures 8a, 8b, 8c, 8d, and 8f we show
the different measurements of the network lifetime for all the
protocols, as well as the alive nodes, the total energy dissi-
pation, the total throughput, and the total residual energy, all
over 18000 rounds of the simulation time for all the protocols
when applying both the configurations of HTi and STi for
TEMSEP. Even though the nodes are deployed in a larger area
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TABLE 17. Lifetime gain achieved by TEMSEP over other protocols at different points of their operation time using different settings of HTi and STi , with
network scenario-2.

in this scenario which increases the transmission distance,
TEMSEP is still providing improved performance and higher
gains over the other protocols. It achievesmaximum improve-
ments of 134%, 117%, 214%, 280%, and 82%, for the net-
work lifetime, 273%, 1248%, 1151%, 1370%, and 166%
for the stability period, 65%, 69%, 100%, 82%, and 55%

for the energy-saved, and 52%, 37%, 50%, 48%, and 53%
for the reduced data transmission rate over MRA, ITSEP,
‘‘Priya et al’’, SEP-E, and EH-mulSEP protocols respec-
tively. In Figure 8e and Table 15, we show a comparison of
the average number of CHs elected per a single round and
the numerical values along with the total operation rounds,
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TABLE 18. Energy gain achieved by TEMSEP over others protocols at different points of their operation times using different settings of HT i and ST i, with
network scenario-2.

respectively. Here, it can be seen clearly that TEMSEP has
a higher average number of CHs than others compared to
the first scenario, particularly with respect to MRA, ITSEP,
‘‘Priya et al’’, and SEP-E protocols, even though they have
shorter lifetimes. This also implies that TEMSEP is able
to control the energy dissipation of CHs for a higher scale
network and larger sensing field, and thus, keep a stable
number of CHs while achieving better energy saving.

Therefore, such results indicate that the new event-
thresholding model implemented in our TEMSEP along with
higher levels of heterogeneity (by adding cate-3) help in
delaying the death of sensor nodes. Thus, leading to an
optimized performance in terms of different metrics,
and saves an additional amount of dissipated energy.
In Figure 9a and 9b, we show the average energy consump-
tion and data transmission rate for a single round for all
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the protocols. This clearly shows that TEMSEP achieves
less energy dissipation as well as a higher reduction in
the average traffic-load compared to all other protocols.
In Tables 16, 17, and 18, we show percentage of reduction
in data transmission rate, the average lifetime gain, and per-
centage of energy-saving obtained by TEMSEP over all the
other protocols in scenario-2.

However, as per the results discussed in both the scenarios,
we conclude that TEMSEP can highly improve the overall
system lifetime, energy-saving, and traffic-load reduction
over the other protocols. This is achieved by efficiently reg-
ulating the data reporting frequency based on the proposed
event-thresholding model. In addition, the layered framework
used in our protocol, based on an energy-harvesting relay-
ing nodes, helps in reducing the transmission distance, and
thus, in minimizing the total energy expenditure of all the
network nodes. The consistent behavior of the TEMSEP in
both the scenarios and different configurations, regardless of
the sizes of nodes’ population and targeted area, indicates
that the reactive TEMSEP is a scalable protocol and applica-
ble to large-scale and heterogeneous WSNs. As it considers
a state-of-the-art multi-level heterogeneity mechanism, the
novel event-thresholding model proposed in TEMSEP is a
general model that can be integrated and applied to any use
case with any level of heterogeneity and initial energies of
sensor nodes. For example, in [132], the authors proposed
a wireless charging method using WPCD (wireless portable
charging device) that travels through the entire deployed
sensing network in order to recharge the nodes’ batteries
wirelessly based on WPT techniques, SARSA, and Nodal
A* algorithms, and thus, maintaining a perpetual WSN.
Integrating TEMSEP thresholding model to this architec-
ture will help in minimizing the nodes’ dissipated energy
and hence highly reduces the number of recharging cycles,
and frequent traveling of the mobile WPCD. This leads
to achieving both the objectives set by the authors which
are optimization of the energy-dissipation rate of receiv-
ing/sending data and maximization of WPCD vacation time.
Also, IEE-LEACH (Improved Energy-Efficient Routing Pro-
tocol) proposed in [76] as discussed in Section II can benefit
from applying TEMSEP thresholding model. In addition to
considering an optimal CHs selection and cluster formation
scheme, the non-CH nodes can efficiently control their trans-
mission rate based on heterogeneous thresholds, keeping their
transmitter switched off when possible and thus improve their
lifetime. Furthermore, the heterogeneous fitness function for-
mulated in [121] for optimal CHs election and its redesigned
TDMA schedule can be straightforwardly integrated into
TEMSEP event-thresholding scheme to guarantee improved
load balancing, energy-saving, and QoS parameters. In sum-
mary, TEMSEP event-thresholding model is applicable for
integration with most of the state-of-the-art approaches and
energy-saving techniques that support cluster-based routing,
heterogeneity methods, and large-scale deployment, leading
to better data transmission control and a higher amount of
energy conservation.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed TEMSEP, a new reac-
tive protocol for large-scale heterogeneous WSNs. TEM-
SEP provides a novel thresholding model that regulates
data transmission of the sensing layer based on changes
in the targeted events and relevant parameters. The sen-
sor nodes in TEMSEP report their data only when it is
necessary according to a new reactive mechanism for-
mulated in this paper based on three defined parame-
ters, i.e., hard-threshold (HTi), soft-threshold (STi), and
sliding-window (SW) of already reported data. TEMSEP
integrates hierarchical clustering, multilevel heterogeneity
models, and energy-harvesting relaying mechanism, which
are considered amongst the most efficient schemes for reduc-
ing energy dissipation. The aim is to minimize network
traffic-load imposed by sensor nodes, optimize the energy
saving of battery-operated devices, and improve the overall
network lifetime. We have discussed different aspects of
TEMSEP, and explained the new event-thresholding model
in detail which can be applied on the large-scale sensor
networks regardless of the nodes’ population, the dimensions
of the targeted area, the number of heterogeneity levels,
or the values of their initial energies. We then presented and
analyzed the extensive simulation results conducted using
various configurations of HTi and STi, with different net-
work scenarios. The performance of TEMSEP is compared
to that of EH-mulSEP, MRA, ITSEP, ‘‘Priya et al’’, SEP-E,
and SEP. Simulation results indicate that TEMSEP protocol
performs much better than the other protocols in all the
cases simulated, concerning several parameters considered.
On average, the energy consumption and traffic-load can
be reduced, respectively, by 73%, and 53% at maximum;
while the total network lifetime and stability are improved,
at minimum, by 56% and 69%, respectively over the other
protocols.

For the future work, a number of improvements can be
provided to the proposed protocol. we intend to study the
application of TEMSEP on mobile heterogeneous WSN
with event-driven fixed and variable bit-rate traffic patterns
of nodes. The study and compliance of TEMSEP model
with the recent communication protocols and connectiv-
ity standards such as 3GPP-based systems and services
in the context of the current advancement will be prior-
itized. This needs more investigation on achieving better
energy savings as well as keeping desired system perfor-
mance in terms of other major parameters (such as security,
data accuracy, reliability, etc.), depending on the nature of
applications. Also, the process of the cluster-heads’ elec-
tion in TEMSEP can be improved by considering only the
nodes that are most likely to send their data in the cur-
rent rounds according to the proposed event-thresholding
model, while the other nodes can be excluded from
the election process. Moreover, the consideration of
energy-harvesting nodes as one source of the heterogeneous
sensing nodes will help in achieving a perpetual network
lifetime.
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